First General Meeting

Pi Mu Epsilon - Fall 2019
Introductions

- Sarah Fontenot, President
  - Majoring in Mathematics w/ Option in Finance
  - Minoring in Computer Science and Economics
- Anushka Nair, Vice President
  - Majoring in Mathematics
  - Minor in MIS
Ice Breaker

Tell us...
- Your name
- A fun fact about yourself
- What would you like to see from PME this semester?
Qualifications

You should belong to one or more of the following categories:

- Members of the faculty in mathematics or related subjects
- Any persons who have achieved distinction in a mathematical science
- Graduate students who:
  - Have completed mathematical work equivalent to or greater than that required of qualified undergraduates
  - Have maintained at least a B average in mathematics during the year prior to election
- Undergraduate students who:
  - Are pursuing a degree in a mathematical science
  - Have completed two semesters of calculus and two additional math courses
  - Have both a math and overall GPA of 3.0/4.00
Induction

Date TBA

- Lifetime Fee: $30.00
- Induction will probably be a joint event (ex: last semester’s flyer)
First Social

Thursday, August 29 (tonight!)
7 - 9 PM
SC South - Game Room

● 4 lanes available
● Shoe rentals free; charge for socks
● Food?
● Non-member friends welcome!
First Workshop

Time TBA
Location TBA
- Possibly Excel, MATLAB
- Open to suggestions!
Notes

- If you are not currently receiving emails from us, please ask us to add you to our mailing list
- Feel free to send us suggestions for events!
- C.H.A.M.P.
Contact

Email: PMEmath@gmail.com
GroupMe: https://tinyurl.com/y8lfscdw
Instagram: @uh.pme